
  

 

An Indie Champion and His Life’s Labors 

In his 2004 book, “Down and Dirty Pictures: Miramax, Sundance and the Rise of Independent 
Film,” Peter Biskind recounts a striking story about October Films, the little movie company that 

could and sometimes did in the 1990s. It was December 1999 and October, 
which had helped push independent film into the mainstream, was at a 
crossroads. Barry Diller wanted to buy the company and have Scott 

Greenstein, an unpopular October executive, run it. Three October loyalists, including Bingham 
Ray, one of its founders, met to try and figure out what to do.  

“We all came away,” John Schmidt, an October partner, 
said, “reaffirming the things we believed in deeply in terms 
of the kind of company we wanted, the morality of the 
company, what it stands for, how to treat people, friendship 
and loyalty — things that count more in the balance than 
taking a three-quarter of a million dollar a year job from 
Barry Diller.” I think that may be the only time I have ever 

read the word “morality” in a book about the movie 
industry. Certainly mushy talk about values and loyalty 
isn’t what feeds the celebrity-crazed entertainment maw, 
one reason why a lot of people, even passionate movie 
lovers, have never heard of Mr. Ray, who died at 57 on Jan. 
23.  

They should have. Mr. Ray, whose career paralleled the ups, downs 
and triumphant and difficult studio detours of the contemporary 
independent film movement, was one of its most heroic figures. He 
started from the ground up, working in the early 1980s as a 
programmer and manager at the Bleecker Street Cinema, a 

Manhattan art-film temple. Soon, while handling acquisition, 
marketing and distribution at different companies, he was helping 
bring some of that decade’s signature independent and foreign-

language films to American audiences: “Pixote,” “Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands,” “The 
Moderns,” “Sid and Nancy,” “Prick Up Your Ears,” “Desert Hearts” (a commercially successful 
lesbian romance) and “Hollywood Shuffle” (the film, along with “She’s Gotta Have It,” that 
kick-started the New Black Wave).  

As long as there’s been a Hollywood there has been an off-
Hollywood, in which visionaries like John Cassavetes followed their 
own path for love and not much money, even during the New 
Hollywood late 1960s and early ’70s. By the end of the ’70s, partly 
fired up by the DIY ethos of punk, New York filmmakers like Eric 

Mitchell and Amos Poe were making no-budget films, some of 
which played only in clubs. They in turn inspired the likes of Jim 
Jarmusch, a New York University film school dropout whose second 
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Bingham Ray (center, with Wim 
Wenders, left, and Francis Ford 
Coppola), who died Jan. 23, was an 
eagle-eyed distributor of independent 
movies in their 1990s heyday. 

Ray hit “Breaking the Waves” 
(with Stellan Skarsgard and 
Emily Watson). 

Ray hit  “Secrets & Lies” 
(with Brenda Blethyn, left, and 
Marianne Jean-Baptiste). 



feature, “Stranger Than Paradise,” crossed over in 1984 to rack up $2.5 million. Soon Spike Lee, 
Gus Van Sant and others were crossing over too.  

The work by this new independent wave was bought and sold by an 
equally hungry group of men and women whom the independent 
veteran John Pierson anointed the art-film brats. Mr. Ray was among 
the hungriest. By the late ’80s he was at a company, now defunct, 
called Avenue, where he helped turn Mr. Van Sant’s “Drugstore 

Cowboy” — a darkly funny and touching fiction film about Oregon 
addicts — into a critical and commercial hit. (Other crucial Avenue 
releases included Jane Campion’s first feature, “Sweetie,” and 

Terence Davies’s “Distant Voices, Still Lives.”) By 1991 Mr. Ray had joined forces with Jeff 
Lipsky to form October Films, which quickly became one of the most important independent 
companies of the period.  

Mr. Ray and Mr. Lipsky started October with a single title: Mike Leigh’s 
“Life Is Sweet.” After making that film, Mr. Leigh and his producer, 
Simon Channing-Williams, had decided they needed to take a different 
approach in the American market. They wanted a distributor who got Mr. 
Leigh, as Mr. Channing-Williams put it, and would know how to sell the 
filmmaker’s intimate, bristly, humanist work to the American art-house 
audience. To that end he raised the money that jump-started October. The 
company released several of Mr. Leigh’s next films (Mr. Ray distributed 
another Leigh title elsewhere), including “Secrets & Lies” (1996). To date 
Mr. Leigh’s biggest American commercial success, that film earned him 
five Oscar nominations, including for best picture.  

These days it is routine to find independent and studio-dependent releases, 
like “The Tree of Life” (a Fox Searchlight pickup) in the best picture 
lineup. That wasn’t always the case. In the mid ’90s, however, as studio-
dependent films like “Pulp Fiction,” shook up critics and the box office, 
they also started to win increasing, increasingly bigger awards. By 1997 only one big-studio 
movie, “Jerry Maguire,” was up for best picture, a disparity that angered some insiders. “I resent 
this business of looking down on the studios,” William Mechanic, chairman of Fox Filmed 
Entertainment, said at the time. “It’s chic of Miramax,” he continued, “to say that they’re 
independent when they’re owned by Disney.” He was right of course: independent film was hot, 
even if the biggest players were no longer independent. No matter. They called themselves 
independent, and the entertainment media gladly played along.  

Those were heady times in the independent film world; it was a veritable gold rush characterized 
by hopeful dreams and excited talk about a new era in which aesthetically challenging, risky 
movies could breach the studio barricades and ring up fat returns. It’s no surprise that October 
Films, which also brought that eternal bad boy Lars Von Trier to wider American audiences (his 
“Breaking the Waves” earned an Oscar nomination in 1997) caught Hollywood’s eye. In Mr. 
Biskind’s book Chris McGurk, the former chief operating officer of Universal Pictures, 
explained why the studio bought 51 percent of October in 1997: “We saw an opportunity to take 
October Films and position it as the anti-Miramax, the Bingham Ray alternative, with Bingham 
the more talent-friendly Harvey Weinstein.”  

It would be a mistake to reduce Mr. Ray’s career to being the anti-Harvey Weinstein, even if 
there’s also some truth to this description. In the ’90s Mr. Weinstein, who by then had already 
earned the nickname Harvey Scissorhands (because of his interfering ways with filmmakers), 
became the most visible nominally independent figure in America, partly because of the movies 
Miramax released but also because of his genius for self-promotion. As Miramax’s movies grew 
bigger and increasingly more bloated, and its focus shifted from risky little releases like Kevin 
Smith’s “Clerks” to would-be blockbusters like “Cold Mountain,” it became incontrovertible that 
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authentic independence — of vision, style, aesthetics and politics — had nothing to do with the 
Miramax machine.  

Mr. Ray learned what the cost of tethering independent film to the studios was from painful, 
firsthand experience in 1998 when October was forced by Universal to drop Todd Solondz’s 
“Happiness.” A multi-character, queasily funny, icky drama in which one character is a non-
demonized pedophile and another decorates a wall with semen, the film enraged the top 
Universal brass, who demanded it be sold. “This is where we bottomed out,” Mr. Ray said, 
“where the ideal was corrupted,” and he realized that “the dream of being able to work within the 
studio system as some maverick, autonomous independent” was a fantasy. It was, Mr. Ray said, 
disillusioning. He understood at that point that October was no longer meant to serve audiences 
but Universal shareholders.  

October Films was finally sold to Barry Diller and blended into USA Films, which in turn 
morphed, with several other companies, into Focus Features, now a robust Universal specialty 
division. Mr. Ray went on to run the newly revived United Artists, a small studio where he 
released a diverse array of movies like “Bowling for Columbine,” “No Man’s Land,” “Personal 
Velocity,” “Igby Goes Down” and “24 Hour Party People.” He lasted there less than three years, 
resigning in 2004. The leadership at United Artists wanted the company to release more 
commercial work, while Mr. Ray remained committed to chancier, personal cinema. He 
subsequently landed at Sidney Kimmel Entertainment, where he helped shepherd titles like 
“Synecdoche, New York,” “Adventureland” and “Lars and the Real Girl.”  

Mr. Ray had recently taken a position as executive director of the San Francisco Film Society 
when he suffered a series of strokes. As a platform for pure cinephilia the film society, which 
presents one of the oldest festivals in the country, seemed like a perfect fit for a true believer like 
Mr. Ray, who had retained his passion for cinema through his career highs and lows, holding on 
tight during the wild ride that took independent film into the multiplex. This love for movies is 
partly what endeared him to many in the independent film world, who counted him as a friend, a 
mentor and an inspiration. One way or another, Mr. Ray was going to keep fighting the good 
fight.  
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